Training for the Future
Sentient Data frequently gets requests for REMOTE Catalog training sessions from both
administrators as well as sales associates. This includes training requests for all levels of users;
from beginners to advanced. Sentient Data would like to enhance the sales associates overall
knowledge and experience when using REMOTE Catalog, and to this end we are considering
traveling to some of the major cities across Canada and renting conference rooms to host our
training sessions. (Please note that this training is above and beyond the initial training sessions
that Sentient Data offers to companies just starting with our program and therefore there will be
a training surcharge. However at this time we cannot determine the exact price as this will be
dependent on the number of attendees).
We would like to have your feedback on the following questionnaire by answering questions or
selecting options which best suit your company needs and budget. Please take a few minutes
to answer the 8 questions below to help us better serve your needs.
1. Would you like to have Remote training available to your administrators and/or your sales
associates?
2. Would you prefer to have private Remote training available to your staff at your office?
3. Would you prefer to have Remote training held in a major city at a hotel with a half day or
full day of seminars?
4. We are currently considering holding these seminars in Montreal, Toronto, Vancouver and
possibly Halifax. If you agree that these training sessions would be beneficial to your company
would you please indicate how many people your company would consider sending to these
meetings (by city listed)? Please indicate the number of Administrators and Sales associates
below
Montreal:

Toronto:

Vancouver:

Halifax:

Sales Associates: Montreal:

Toronto:

Vancouver:

Halifax:

Administrators:

5. Travel costs may need to be incurred to attend these seminars? Do you feel that it should be
the attendee’s responsibility to cover these costs or should your company be responsible?
6. Would you or your associates be available at the end of the second quarter (June) for a
training seminar?
7. Would you or your associates be available at the beginning of the third quarter (July) for a
training seminar?
8. Would you prefer to have a training session August 5, 6 or 7th, before the CGTA (August 912) at a location close to the show?
We appreciate your comments and suggestions. Thank you for time and your participation.
Your Sentient Data Team

